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Ichikoh won its first PACE Award
Ichikoh Industries won PACE AWARD 2016 for "MonoLED"
Ichikoh Industries, Ltd. (hereinafter “Ichikoh”), a large auto components manufacturer
(Headquarter: Isehara, Kanagawa, Japan, Representative Director and President: Ali
Ordoobadi) won PACE Award 2016 for its innovative standardized LED light source module
(“Mono-LED”).

On April 11, 2016, at the PACE Award ceremony held in Detroit, Ichikoh won its first
PACE Award 2016 for “Mono-LED”, its innovative standardized LED light source module,
which is used for clearance lamps in Toyota Alphard and fog lamps in Toyota new Prius etc.,
because of its low cost, low electricity consumption, compact size and highly standardized
nature.
Last year, PACE Award judging members visited Ichikoh in Japan and conducted local
evaluation. In February this year, a selection committee was held by all judging members.
In April 11 (in Detroit, USA, one day prior to the opening of SAE), PACE Awards were

announced in the ceremony and Ichikoh won the honorable award.

PACE Award (Premier Automotive Suppliers’ Contribution to Excellence Award)
PACE Award is sponsored by Automotive News, Ernst & Young and Transportation
Research Center Inc.to honor automotive related innovations developed in the year.
PACE Award has more than 20 years’ history since 1995 and is one of the most
renowned and globally recognized awards in the industry.

Ichikoh was nominated one

of the finalists in PACE Award in 2012 for Reflector LED Headlamp adopted in Nissan
LEAF.
(Reference)
Since its establishment in 1903, as a manufacturer specialized in car lamps and mirrors,
Ichikoh Industries, Ltd. has provided products to all auto manufactures in Japan, including
Toyota and Nissan, and leading auto makers in overseas. In its long history, the company
equipped the first-generation Datsun headlamp (Nissan) in 1932, and has actively
developed its own products: the Japan’s first projector headlamp, the world’s first power
mirror, the mercury-free HID headlamp and the LED which is attracting attention as the next
generation light source. By these product developments, the company has today a large
market share of headlamps 12%, rear lamps 22% and mirror 10% (2015 result).

